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With We All Celebrate!, venture on a rich journey of
festivities all over the world. Full of colour, warmth, and
excitement, celebrations unite us all. Within this series of
lesson plans, children will discover fascinating traditions
and customs they might not be familiar with: from
Diwali, to Chinese New Year, to La Tomatina!

These teacher resources cover a range of subjects
suitable for KS1 and KS2 students, running through
English, Geography, History, Science, Religious
Education and Art. Each section contains fun activities
and discussion inspired by celebrations from the book.

We All Celebrate! is the second in Tiny Owl’s series of
non-fiction books, and was featured in an article by The
Guardian on the best new picture books and novels for
children! Read the article here!

Hello Teachers!
Welcome to the We All Celebrate! Teacher
Resources!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Chitra Soundar has written over 40 books for
children, published across Asia, Europe and North
America. She is also an oral storyteller. Chitra
writes picture books as well as fiction for young
readers. Her stories are inspired by folktales from
India, Hindu mythology and her travels around the
world.

www.chitrasoundar.com

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

Jenny Bloomfield completed an MA in Children's
Book Illustration from Cambridge School of Art in
2019. Drawing and image making is what makes
her happy every day. She lives in Leeds with her
husband and two children. We All Celebrate! is
Jenny’s picture book debut. 

www.jennydraws.comWatch the
book trailer
for We All
Celebrate!

▲ Illustration by Jenny Bloomfield from the final page of We All Celebrate!, depicting festivities
all around the world.
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Contents
Within this series of lesson plans we explore
different cultural celebrations from around the
world. By reflecting on the origins of these
celebrations, we aim to highlight many of the
universal celebrations across cultures and discuss
our similarities and differences.

We All Celebrate discusses many well-known
festivals and celebrations, but what's really special
about this book is its focus on lesser known
celebrations too! We All Celebrate! highlights
diverse celebrations, rituals and festivities that
aren't as well known, as well as those more famous
celebrations we all know and love.

Here you can delve into the rich art and culture of
various celebrations around the world by exploring
their literature, religions, history, geography and more. 

Each lesson focuses on a particular curriculum area,
while also highlighting opportunities to link with other
curriculum areas.

Find out more about We All Celebrate here

Click here to watch
author Chitra Soundar
read an extract from

the book!
 
 

Established in 2015, our energy and passion stems
from our belief that stories act as bridges – providing
pathways to new experiences whilst connecting us to
here and there. Our stories are visually rich and
conceptually meaningful. They give children unique
perspectives on universal themes such as love,
friendship and freedom and a greater awareness of
the diverse and colourful world we live in.

We have a range of books from Tales from Rumi, to
fairytale retellings and books about mental health.

We have developed a programme of intercultural
projects, pairing authors and illustrators from around
the globe. including A Bottle of Happiness with UK
author Pippa Goodhart and Iranian illustrator Ehsan
Abdollahi.

Tiny Owl is an independent
publishing company committed to
producing beautiful, original books
for children.

More about Tiny Owl

Our extensive resources include teacher resources,
posters, activity packs, bookmarks, crafts,
author/illustrator interviews, read alongs and lots
more!

Visit us at www.tinyowl.co.uk

More information about Tiny Owl Publishing: 
: info@tinyowl.co.uk 
: http://tinyowl.co.uk/ 

F: https://bit.ly/3xcmEd2
Twitter: https://twitter.com/TinyOwl_Books
YouTube: https://bit.ly/3pAnqhb
TikTok: @tinyowlpublishing
Sign up to our newsletter

Our books have been critically
acclaimed and were the subject of a
feature on the Guardian website
introduced by Hans Andersen
Award winner David Almond.
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INTRO: 

WARM UP: Discuss

Ask the children about their favourite
seasonal celebrations - Christmas is a
popular choice! Read page 25 of We All
Celebrate! about the Christmas season, and
invite them to tell you their traditions and
likes and dislikes about this holiday. 

Explain that, while this celebration may be familiar, you are
going to find out about different festivities celebrated all
over the world using this book; some may be familiar, and
some may be celebrations they have never heard of! Initially,
show the class the front cover, and ask if they recognise or
can guess what any of the people on the front are
celebrating. Note any ideas on the whiteboard to come back
to later.

Non-fiction Books

W

hat is
 a non-fiction book?

The definition of non-fiction is any writing
created with the intention of relaying

truth or information of actual events to
the audience - it's the opposite of fiction.

Non fiction can still tell a story - it isn't
just a list of facts!

 
Non-fiction can come in a variety of forms
including writings on history, biographical

and autobiographical writing, opinions,
journalism, essays and academic criticism.

 

Activity 1
CLOSER READING

Ask the children if they can think of any non-fiction
examples they've read and if they enjoyed them. Discuss as
a class.

Non-fiction writing aims to help readers learn about
interesting subjects – you can find non-fiction writing in
places other than books, like newspapers, websites and
magazines. 

Lesson 1:
Non-fiction

 

Curriculum focus:
English

 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

To be able to listen to,
discuss, and express
views on a non-fiction
text 

To learn the
difference between
fiction and non-fiction

To identify
celebrations from
around the world 

To research and relay
information in written
form using descriptive
language

Non-Fiction
This lesson plan serves as an introduction to We All 
 Celebrate! and will provide a good basis for in-depth
enquiry using the accompanying lesson plans. It will also
develop language and literacy skills whilst helping children
to link what they read with their own experiences.

Now that the kids are a whizz on celebrations
across the globe, test their knowledge with
this fun celebration crossword puzzle made

by author Chitra Soundar!
 

Crosswords improve vocabulary and spelling,
and develop problem solving abilities.

 
Download here.Activity 2

RESEARCH AND WRITING

What is your favourite part of spring in
our country?

Which elements of the spring
celebrations around the world do you

find most interesting?
What surprised you about these

celebrations? 

Read the section on Spring celebrations on
pages 7-8 of We All Celebrate! 

 
Once finished, ask the class for feedback.
Use the following questions as prompts:

 

Time for the kids to try their hand at
writing, and write about a Spring

celebration in the book! Using We All
Celebrate! for reference, try to imagine

the atmosphere of the festival of
choice: the sights, sounds and smells,

and use lots of description! Want to
write about a different celebration?

You can find some fun writing prompts
from author Chitra Soundar here!

Activity 3
TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

Further Reading: Non-Fiction

Need further examples of non-fiction writing?
Invite children to read an interview with author

Chitra and artist Jenny in the Mumbai Midday, an
Indian newspaper, here!6

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/teaching-wiki/fiction
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/teaching-wiki/biography
https://tinyowl.co.uk/can-you-solve-this-celebration-crossword-puzzle/
https://bit.ly/3uAfGjs
https://tinyowl.co.uk/chitra-soundar-jenny-bloomfield-talk-we-all-celebrate-in-the-mumbai-mid-day/
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INTRO: 

WARM UP: Activity 1

All about Lunar

When did this calendar originate? 
Who uses this calendar? 
How can we track time using this calendar? 

Read the section on calendars on the first page of We All
Celebrate! Ask the children if they know how many days are
in the year. Then how many months. Can they name them
all? Explain that the typical way of tracking days and years is
known as the 'Gregorian Calendar', beginning on the 1st
January and finishing on 31st December.

Did they know that there are other ways of tracking the year
too? Ask them to research a little into four calendars used to
track time (lunisolar, solar, lunar and Gregorian) and answer
the following questions; 

To learn different
ways of keeping time

To learn more about
the seasons and
moon phases

To identify the
difference between
the Chinese lunar
zodiac and zodiac
signs

 
Ask the children if they have ever visited any of the countries

in the book. Were any of them born there? Do they have
family from there? What is the country like? Do they speak

the language? Ask them to particularly think about:
 Landmarks 

Food
Culture

Discussion

Lesson 2:
Let's
Orbit

 

Curriculum focus:
Science

 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Activity 2
THE LUNAR CALENDAR

Let's Orbit
In this lesson plan focused on Science, students will explore
different calendars, ways of marking time and details about
the lunar zodiac, using We All Celebrate! as reference.

Re-read the section on the Lunar calendar,
and ask them to copy the accompanying
diagram (below) into their exercise books

to learn about the moon cycles.
Understanding moon phases and eclipses
will help students better understand our
solar system, the sun, tides, and much

more!
 

 Ask the children to note down what
phase the moon is in when they go home,

if they are able to see it clearly!

If you have time, use the following resource from NASA on lunar cycles,
eclipses and phases. Ask the children to do some further reading on lunar

eclipses, including what they are, when they happen and how often.
 

Download here.

EXTENSION ACTIVITY: 

▲ The Lunar Cycle
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Activity 3
THE CHINESE ZODIAC

The children will be familiar with the lunar
calendar from their section on geography,
but did they know about the history and
mythology of the Chinese zodiac? Every

new year has an animal of its own in
Chinese culture, originating in Babylonian
astronomy during the first half of the 1st

millennium BC. Ask the children to read the
short section on the zodiac signs, and then
look up which zodiac was prominent the

year they were born! Ask them to draw the
zodiac symbols themselves, following the

example on the bottom right!
 

W
hat is

 the Chinese zodiac?

Chinese zodiac, or shengxiao, is represented
by 12 zodiac animals. In order,  they are the

Rat, Ox, Tiger, Rabbit, Dragon, Snake, Horse,
Goat, Monkey, Rooster, Dog, and Pig.

 
Chinese zodiac years begin/end at Chinese

New Year (in January/February). Each year in
the repeating zodiac cycle of 12 years is

represented by a zodiac animal, each with its
own reputed attributes.

▲ The Western Zodiac

Rat Ox Tiger Rabbit Dragon Snake

Horse Goat Monkey Rooster Dog Pig

12

Activity 4
DIFFERENT TYPES OF ZODIAC

Ask the children if they know that there are
different types of Zodiac: the Chinese and

the Western? While both systems are
based on date and time of birth, Chinese

astrology uses the Solar cycle, while
Western focuses on the orbit of the earth.
Chinese zodiac also uses the year of your
birth, whereas Western uses the month. 

 
Invite the children to research the

similarities and differences between the
two. What is their star sign and what does

it mean?
 

▲ The Chinese Zodiac Where's the cat?!EXTENSION ACTIVITY: 
Did kids know that the Cat was originally the thirteenth member of the

zodiac in Chinese mythology? They can find out why he is excluded here

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cat_(zodiac)


Take a look at the map on the last page of
We All Celebrate! with the class. Point to
the different celebrations, and ask what

country they are occurring in - Work them
out together! Write these on the board.

Then print out the page (template 2), and
ask the class to label the countries

accordingly, and make a fun poster for
their bedrooms!

 
Download here.

 

WARM UP: Hemispheres

Invite the children to re-read the section on Northern and
Southern hemispheres on page 2 of We All Celebrate! Even
though we celebrate during different times, we are universally
united in our celebrations! 

Find a country that is in the opposite hemisphere to your own.
Ask the children to choose a celebration and work out what
the weather would be like in each hemisphere! How would the
weather change how you celebrate?

INTRO: Discussion

Fun fact!

Christmas time in Australia
takes place in the summer -

it's definitely not a white
Christmas!

Activity 2
CARTOGRAPHY

Activity 1

Using template 1, invite the children to
explore all of the celebrations in the book,

and write their names in the correct season!
If they have time, they can write about what

country that celebration occurs in, and a
short description of the celebration!

 
At the end of this activity, children will have
a detailed fact sheet letting them know at a
glance when these celebration around the

world occur.
 

Download here.
 

SEASONS

To learn about the
seasons

To be able to use
pictures and maps

To be able to label a
map

What language is spoken in these countries?
Can you find these countries on a map?
Can you guess what the weather is like at the time of the
celebrations detailed?

Ask the children if they know how many countries there are in
the world? There are 195 countries in the world, and they all
have different and unique ways of celebrating! Let's take a look
at some of these countries in more detail. Look at pages 19-20
of We All Celebrate! and read together. Then answer the
following questions about New Zealand, South Africa and
Zambia:

- New Zealand is cold, damp and snowy in July, when they
celebrate Matariki
- South Africa is hot but rainy in January when they celebrate
Kaapse Klopse
- Zambia is dry in July, when they celebrate Lwiindi Gonde

Lesson 3:
Around the

World
 

Curriculum focus:
Geography

 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Around the World
We All Celebrate! features festivities from all around the
world, from Greece to Scotland to Persia! This lesson plan
has activities and ideas to support your pupils’
understanding of countries round the globe and their
cultures.
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INTRO: 

WARM UP: Fiction vs Reality

When did this festival originate?
What happens during the festival?
Who celebrates it and where in the
world do they live?

 
Ask the children to research the history of
one of the festivals from the book (Like La
Tomatina on page 18) in small groups or
pairs, and write a fact sheet about that

celebration.
 

 
Invite the groups to give a presentation to

the class of their findings.
 
 

Ask the children if they have seen the
Pixar film Coco. Do they remember
the main festival? Día de Muertos, or
the Day of the Dead, is a yearly
festival in Mexico to honour lost
relatives. Ask them to compare the
factual account of Día de Muertos on
page 22 of We All Celebrate! with the
depiction of the festival in the film.
What did the film get right, and what
did it make up?

Discussion

Activity 1
RESEARCH

Lesson 4: A
Blast from
the Past

 

Curriculum focus:
History

 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

To be able to describe
memories of key
events

To be able to
recognise why people
did things

To be able to
sequence events in
time

Identify differences
between ways of life
at different times

 

A Blast from 
the Past
We All Celebrate! features a rich range of historical festivals
from all around the world, with some based on historical
figures and some on myths. The aim of this lesson is to learn
more about different segments of history around the world
and enhance knowledge.

Ask the children if they know what a
legend is. Explain that is a traditional

story, sometimes popularly regarded as
historical but not necessarily fact. Myths

and legends began to be recorded as
soon as humans mastered writing! On
page 16 of We All Celebrate!, we learn
about the legend of Princess Mandalika,
celebrated in Indonesia every year at the
Bau Nyal festival. Re-read this section,
then do some further reading about the

amazing legend here. Answer the
following: 

 
a) Who are the characters? What is the
setting? Briefly explain what happens.
b) Who is the intended audience? What is
the myth/legend telling the audience?
c) Is the myth or legend true or not?
Discuss.
d) Discuss how this myth has been
passed down through the generations.

 

Activity 3
THE HISTORY OF LEGENDS

Activity 2
SLAVERY

What is slavery and what drives it?
Do you think slavery still exists in the
world today? How is it evident?
Why do you think slavery is illegal in
the UK?

Read the section on page 20 of We All
Celebrate! about slavery, and discuss.

 

For more insight into the slave trade,
check out our teacher resources on our
book Cinderella of the Nile here

Do any of the children know any great events that happened
in history? Can they tell you about about them?

Explain that history doesn't always mean fact - history can
include the study of myths, legends and stories, as well as
real life events!

EXTENSION ACTIVITY: 
The Impact of Slavery

Invite children to borrow one book
from the library on the history and
abolishment of slavery, and write a
short fact sheet on their findings.▲ Coco, Pixar Film

What does this tell us about how people
record events? Are their accounts always
reliable?20

https://bit.ly/3x1dh2f
https://tinyowl.co.uk/cinderella-of-the-nile-teacher-resources/


Activity 5
STONEHENGE

Invite children to read the paragraph about
Stonehenge on page 9 of We All
Celebrate! Stonehenge is a prehistoric
monument on in Wiltshire, England and
consists of an outer ring of vertical sarsen
standing stones.

Recently there have been some
discoveries about how Stonehenge was
built. Ask children to create a fact sheet
using the book and further research on this
monument and why it was built.

 

On page 5 of We All Celebrate!, author
Chitra Soundar mentions a historical event
called Enkutatash, which remembers the
Queen of Sheba when she returned from

her trip to Jerusalem 3,000 years ago.
Invite the children to do some research

into this historical figure. Ask the  children
to consider why she is such an important

figure in history. Why did she do what she
did? How did she make a difference? Then
fill in the timeline on right, using your facts

as reference.
 

Download here.
 

Activity 4
BIOGRAPHIES

22
▲ An image from Stonehenge

Fun fact!

Stonehenge is shrouded in
mystery, as the people who

created it left no written
records! Questions persist
around this site to this day!

http://tinyowl.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Queen-of-Sheba-Timeline.png


INTRO: 

WARM UP: Research

Read the section on fasting on pages 11-12
of We All Celebrate!. Have the children heard

of any of the following festivals involving
fasting: Ramadan, Eid-al-fitr, lent, Yom Kipper

or Good Friday? 
 

Explain that fasting doesn't just involve food -
it can be helpful for giving up bad habits or

spending more time with something or
someone important. To demonstrate this,
explain that you will be completing a fun

activity (see next page!). Give each child two
plastic cups; one labeled “GIVE UP” and one
labeled “FILL UP”. Tell them to put habits or 

What is this religion about?
What God/s do they worship?
What is their place of worship called?

In groups or pairs, ask the children to fill out the attached
fact sheet all about prominent religions around the world:
Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, and
Sikhism.

Consider the following:

Use We All Celebrate! and the internet for help!

Download here.

Discussion time! Ask the children if they know what the
word 'religion' means. Explain that religion is the belief in a
superhuman controlling power, especially a personal God or
gods, and that different religions are followed devotedly. 
Invite them to write down and learn the following terms and
their meanings:

Religion - a particular system of faith and worship
God - a being who has power over nature and humans
Place of worship - a specially designed structure or space
where individuals or a group of people come to perform acts
of devotion, or religious study

Discussion

What is Diwali?

Diwali is the five-day Festival of
Lights, celebrated by millions of

Hindus, Sikhs and Jains across the
world.

Diwali, which for some also coincides
with harvest and new year

celebrations, is a festival of new
beginnings and the triumph of good

over evil and light over darkness.

Activity 1
CHANUKAHLesson 5:

Religions
and Worship

Curriculum focus:
Religious Studies

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Describe and make
connections between
different features of
religions and
worldviews they
study

Discover more about
celebrations, worship,
and rituals.

Explore and describe
a range of beliefs

Explain, with reasons,
the meanings and
significance of
religions to individuals
and their
communities.

Religions and 
Worship

What did they learn while acting out
the play?
How does this relate to Diwali?

Read the section on Diwali on page 21 of
We All Celebrate! Watch the following clip
from BBC bitesize about the festival and
make notes: https://bbc.in/3M0f4sD.

The story of Rama and Sita is an essential
part of the Diwali festival, celebrating the
triumph of goodness over evil! Using the
PDF script of Rama and Sita attached, ask
the children to act out the short play. Use
props and audio for extra fun:
https://bit.ly/3a6DNya

At the end, have a time of reflection. 

Activity 2
GIVE UP AND FILL UP

Chanukah, also known as the Festival of
Light, is a Jewish festival commemorating

the recovery of Jerusalem in the 2nd century
BCE. You can read all about it on page 24 of

We All Celebrate!
 

Use the book to learn about the significance
of the Menorah and why it burns for eight
days. Then create your own Menorah here,

just like the picture in the book.
 

Activity 3
TIME TO ACT

The purpose of this lesson plan is to educate children about
different religions around the world featured in We All
Celebrate!. Children will learn about religious festivals,
places of worship and fasting.

▲The Diwali Festival 

24

hobbies they wish to give up (eg. arguing,
complaining) in the give up cup, and a habit
which they wish to do more of (eg. giving
compliments, being kind) in the fill up cup!

 
Download here.

http://tinyowl.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Religions-Sheet.png
https://bbc.in/3M0f4sD
https://bbc.in/3M0f4sD
https://bit.ly/3a6DNya
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerusalem
https://nurturestore.co.uk/easy-paper-plate-menorah-craft-with-printable-template?fbclid=IwAR3D1Zvv73z6ANvgh2WmczemyA5k0ycdszYm2t0ahQo0qnKTVOCG8uToMOM
http://tinyowl.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Give-Up-Fill-Up-Activity.png


EXTENSION ACTIVITY: God/s
Invite children to find out more about the gods in different religions; this could be
the Christian God, Jewish God, Allah for Islam, Brahma from Hinduism, Buddah in

Buddism or Waheguru in Sikhism. What does this God stand for? Why do you
think people from their religion choose to worship them? Have they done any

notable deeds?

More about fasting

More than 1.6 billion Muslims across the
globe celebrate Ramadan in the ninth

month of the Islamic calendar, and many
try to read the entire Quran during this

time! Now that's dedication!

▲ From left to right: The Christian God, Jesus, the Buddhist
God, Buddha, the Hindu God Brahma.
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INTRO: 

WARM UP: Artistic techniques Using the section on the Lantern Festival
and Lunar New Year on pages 5-6 of We

All Celebrate!, use a lesson to craft a
stunning paper lantern!

 
Find instructions for a fun 'How-to' here:

https://bit.ly/3GBcZ5k
 
 

Watch the following interview with artist Jenny Bloomfield
as a class: https://bit.ly/3kuuHNR

Jenny generally worked on her iPad using an apple pencil,
but made sure there were hand-drawn elements using oil
paint on every page of We All Celebrate! to add texture!

Ask students to look at the following three images Jenny
mentions as hand-drawn from We All Celebrate!. How did
Jenny make them stand out? What techniques did she use?

Download image here

Illustrations

Activity 1
POSTERS

Lessons 6/7:
Making a

Picture Book
 

Curriculum focus:
Art

 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

To learn about
illustrative techniques
and the use of
illustration in picture
books

To produce creative
work

Evaluate and analyse
creative works

Create images from a
variety of media e.g.
poster, collage,
canvas.

 

Making a 
Picture Book

In groups or pairs, invite the children to
choose a festival from We All Celebrate!

and create a colourful poster for their walls!
Following Jenny's technique, you can

create the poster digitally, either on an iPad
or computer. Ask them to think about a

hand drawn element they can add that will
really stand out!

 
 

Activity 3
DRAWING

Activity 2
THE FESTIVAL OF LIGHT

Ask children to choose their favourite illustration from
We All Celebrate! Invite them to spend five minutes
looking at the picture in more detail. Then, discuss in
pairs what they like about that image and what they
noticed on their second viewing that they might not
have seen before. What does it tell them about the
story?

Read the section on parties around the
world on pages 13-14/15-16 of We All

Celebrate! Compare the two images. What
are the differences between carnivals and
island festivals? Which festivity would the

children most like to attend? Have them
draw themselves at this event. Remember

that carnivals and festivals are BIG
celebrations with lots going on, so their

drawings should encapsulate this!
 

Activity 4
FOOD FIGHT

We can guarantee that children's
favourite section of We All Celebrate!

are the sections on food festivals!
Including a tomato, watermelon and
egg festivals, these can get pretty

messy! Use an outdoor area that you
don't mind getting messy, and place a
canvas against a wall. Get the kids to

(safely) throw soft tomatoes at the
canvas, and make their own

interpretation of La Tomatina!

This lesson plan explores the role of the illustrator and
the processes involved in creating picture books. It
gives children the opportunity to explore different
artistic styles and create their own illustrations based
on the festivities depicted in We All Celebrate!

Fun Fact!

La Tomatina is the biggest
food festival in the world,
with over 40,000 people

gleefully throwing tomatoes
at each other. Over
150,000 over-ripe

tomatoes are splattered
during the festival!

▲ Image from the La Tomatina Festival in Barcelona28
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Re-read the section on page 4 of We All
Celebrate! about the Nowruz Festival. In

this new years celebration, people
celebrate by getting together and painting
eggs to place on a ceremonial table called
the 'Haftseen'! This is a symbol of hope,

fertility, and growth for the new year!
Hard boil on egg per child, and ask the
children to decorate them with lots of

vibrant, fun colours!
 

Activity 6

This isn't the only
activity children can
create for Nowruz

Pirooz! Using page 4 of
We All Celebrate!,

explain that the
Haftseen table is

further decorated with
seven foods all

beginning with the
letter 's' (see right!)

 

Activity 5
NOWRUZ PIROOZ

HAFTSEEN TABLE

Using a collage technique, ask kids to look
up, print and cut out pictures of foods

listed using old magazines and
newspapers. Then make a fun collage
with them using the worksheet on the
next page, and get them to label their

picks! Bonus points if the foods are
alliterative!

 
Download here.

EXTENSION ACTIVITY: 
My own Picture Book

Ask children to imagine they had been asked to
illustrate We All Celebrate! Would they illustrate
in the same style as Jenny? Would their colour
palette differ? Would they depict other
important moments from the celebrations
included? Ask them to have a go in their
drawing books!

Want more?

Watch an interview with
amazing author Chitra
Soundar here, all about

how she created the book
and researched all the

celebrations!

▲ A traditional Haftseen table
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